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APPLE IPAD PRO 12.9" 2017 (SILVER, 2ND
GEN A1670)

TECHNICAL DETAILS

  Category Tablet

  Diagonal (in) 12.9

  Resolution (px×px) 2732x2048

  Color Silver

  Year of production 2017

  Version Wi-Fi

  Storage (GB) 64

  Front camera 7Mpx; video recording @1080p; Retina
Flash; Auto HDR; Face detection

  Back camera 12Mpx; Digital zoom 5x; Panorama; IR
filter; Live Photos; Smart HDR; Burst mode

  Video 4K, 1080p, 720p@60fps

  Sensors Touch ID; Three-axis gyro; Accelerometer;
Barometer; Light sensor

  Battery LiPo 10891mAh non-removable battery
(41Wh, lithium-polymer)

  Chipset A10X Fusion 64-bit processor; M10
coprocessor

  Connectors 1 x 3.5mm jack

  Connectors Lightning port

  Connectors Smart Connector

  Width (mm) 220.6

  Height (mm) 305.7

  Depth (mm) 6.9

  Net weight (kg) 0.677

  Set contains Power supply
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The phenomenal 12.9-inch Retina screen, Multi-Touch display, 2732x2048 resolution and extremely powerful battery (10891mAh) - all this is offered by
the second-generation silver iPad Pro with a capacity of 64GB, which will allow you to store all the data you need.

Compared to its predecessors, the Retina screen has been improved by an increase of the touch sensitivity, an increase of the brightness parameters and
anti-reflective coating equipment. The iPad also offers a great refresh rate of 120Hz and a six-core A10X Fusion processor that has no problems with
rendering and editing movies in 4K resolution. The tablet also has a Touch ID fingerprint reader, which will both protect your data and allow to quickly
unlock the device. Four speakers are responsible for good sound quality, and two microphones for great messages transmission.

iPad Pro has two cameras - 7-megapixel at the front and 12Mpx on the back. Both offer great HDR photo quality, capture the smallest details and
guarantees a full palette of vibrant colors in your photos. The device also increases the comfort of work thanks to the Slide Over and Split View functions,
which allow you to run several applications at the same time. An improved Dock will keep them ready for all the time you need.

The device offers a 3.5mm headphone jack, a Lightning connector for charging and a Smart Connector for an additional accessory in the form of a full-sized
keyboard. Silver Apple iPad Pro 12.9" is compact in size and only weighs slightly over 0.5kg, which makes it possible to enjoy the device anywhere you
need.

SQM Rental House encourages you to rent our phenomenal iPad Pro.

Product link: 

https://rentalhouse.sqm.eu/gb/tablets/886-apple-ipad-pro-129-2017-silver-2nd-gen-a1670.html
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